Abstract: Urban rail transit (URT) systems are critical to modern public transportation services. Unfortunately, disruptions in URT systems can lead to dysfunction and threaten sustainable development. This study analyses URT network sustainability from a vulnerability perspective. Two network attack scenarios, including random attacks and intentional attacks, are designed to assess different kinds of disruptions to URT networks. Under random attacks, nodes are randomly removed from the network. In contrast, under intentional attacks, key nodes are identified and removed based on topological metrics and passenger flow volume. Then, URT network vulnerability is evaluated by quantifying the changes in network efficiency and structural integrity under the network attacks from a spatio-temporal point of view. The real-world case of the Shanghai URT system from 1993 to 2020 is used to illustrate the vulnerability in the evolution of the URT system. The results indicate that the URT network is increasingly fault-tolerant and structurally robust over time. The URT network is more vulnerable to intentional attacks than to random failures. Additionally, there are significant spatial differences in the vulnerability of Shanghai URT network. Stations in the central activity zone (CAZ) are more fault-tolerant and robust than stations located outside of the CAZ. Furthermore, stations with large centrality and greater passenger flow volumes and lines with many key nodes and greater passenger flow volumes, are vulnerable to disruptions in the URT networks. This study provides a new index to comprehensively quantify node centrality; it also fills a research gap by analysing the vulnerability of URT networks based on both longitudinal and spatial patterns. Finally, this paper highlights significant practical implications for the sustainable development of URT networks, as well as the sustainable development of public transportation services.
Introduction
Urban rail transit (URT) systems play a significant role in modern transportation services. URT systems are attractive to the public because of their advantages of speed, capacity and comfort. For example, the Shanghai URT system accommodates approximately 9.7 million passengers daily, which accounted for more than 59% of the total volume of public transport passengers in 2017 [1] . However, URT trains are operated with short departing time interval and consistently approach their capacity, especially during peak periods. This renders URT systems sensitive to different threats and disruptions, such as technical failures, accidental failures from human error and natural disasters. Unfortunately, URT systems have already been the targets of sabotages and terrorist attacks, due to their important role in modern society. These events can cause significantly negative consequences.
For example, approximately 50 people were injured, with 15 deaths, in the 2017 Saint Petersburg Metro bombing and all lines were closed down on 3 April 2017 [2] . Both accidental failures and terrorist attacks negatively impact the sustainable development of URT systems. Therefore, it is important to identify the vulnerable stations in URT systems and make them more robust to avoid serious consequences.
The vulnerability of public transport systems has attracted considerable attention from researchers and practitioners in recent decades (e.g., [3] [4] [5] ). However, most studies have applied a static method to analyse URT network vulnerability (e.g., [6, 7] ); the evolution of vulnerability under network attacks from a longitudinal point of view remains unclear. In addition, there are spatial differences in the vulnerability of URT networks. As such, it is important to analyse the vulnerability along with the urban spatial layout. To fill these research gaps, this study analyses the sustainability of URT networks from both longitudinal and spatial perspectives.
Using the Shanghai URT system as an empirical case study, this research dynamically analyses the sustainable development of URT networks from a vulnerability perspective. Since the first line opened in 1993 with five stations and 6.5 kilometres, the Shanghai URT system has rapidly expanded its size and service range; there are expected to be 20 lines, with 409 stations and 831.4 kilometres in 2020 [8] . Using the theory of complex network, this paper investigates the evolution in vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network from 1993 to 2020, from longitudinal and spatial points of view. The objectives of this study are to:
i.
Construct undirected but weighted networks for URT systems; ii.
Design network attack scenarios in terms of random attacks and intentional attacks, based on different patterns of threats to URT networks and provide three kinds of attack objects, including a single node, multiple nodes and a single line; iii.
Identify the key nodes by quantifying node degree, betweenness centrality and passenger flow volume, as well as a new comprehensive index termed C_Hub; iv.
Evaluate the vulnerability, by calculating the damages to network efficiency and structural integrity under different network attack scenarios, present the distribution of the vulnerable stations and dynamically analyse the sustainable development of URT networks; v.
Apply the vulnerability analysis framework to the Shanghai URT system from 1993 to 2020, investigate the evolution in vulnerability and analyse the vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network in 2020 from a spatial point of view.
This study provides significant theoretical and practical insights into the sustainable development of URT systems. URT network sustainability is analysed using both longitudinal and spatial perspectives. The dynamic and spatial differences analysis from a vulnerability perspective fills a current research gap, that few studies have analysed the vulnerability of URT networks using longitudinal and spatial patterns. The study also provides a new indicator to identify key nodes in simulating URT network attacks from a topological point of view; this indicator could be an integrated centrality measure for quantifying node centrality. Furthermore, this study can serve as an aid for proactive planning and improving URT systems by providing recommendations for enhancing the robustness of URT networks in terms of topological structure. In addition, the consequences of threats and disruptions may be reduced by strengthening operational and risk management of URT systems, especially for the most vulnerable stations.
The vulnerability is analysed by various studies from different research domains; however, there is no uniform definition of vulnerability. Adger [37] defined vulnerability as the susceptibility to stresses with respect to the harmful effects of environment and society. Turner et al. [38] proposed that vulnerability was the degree of loss in a system exposed to a threat. Seeliger and Turok [39] suggested that vulnerability was the constituent to harmful effects. Reggiani et al. [18] and Perrings [26] pointed out that vulnerability reflected reductions in quality for a network under strain. The vulnerability of transportation networks was first defined as: a susceptibility to incidents that can result in considerable reductions in the serviceability of transportation systems [20] . This study defines the vulnerability of URT systems as the degree of tolerance and robustness against different disruptions that could result in considerable damages in network efficiency and structural integrity. The disruptions include accidental failures and intentional interferences.
There are different disruptions and threats to public transport systems, such as accidental failures and intentional attacks. The most common accidental failures are technical failures. The most vulnerable equipment in a subway system include the train door and the system of train control and management [40] . Terrorist attacks cannot be predicted and can bring serious consequences [41] . To make public transport systems more robust and avoid heavy losses, studies on the vulnerability of public transport systems have grown rapidly in recent years. These studies have presented a set of vulnerability measurements in terms of topological characteristics, travel demand and passenger travel behaviours.
Public transport systems are constructed as complex networks in a topological vulnerability analysis. Some of the constructed networks are directed or weighted [3, 42, 43] , while others are undirected and unweighted [6] . To identify critical nodes, topological measurements have been introduced in terms of node degree, betweenness centrality and node clustering [44] . From a global network perspective, most metro networks are scale-free [45] and scale-free networks are found to be tolerant under random failures [46] . Small-world networks are presented to be the most robust networks, compared to geometric random networks and scale-free networks [47] . Pairwise connectivity is proposed to assess vulnerability in order to optimize a graph-theoretical problem [48] and the connectivity is sometimes indicated by network efficiency [6] . From a local network perspective, the impact area is quantified under a link failure to evaluate the vulnerability of road transport networks, considering travel demand and the risk-taking behaviour of travellers [49] . Network-based accessibility measures are introduced to evaluate the vulnerability of transport systems and changes in travel time and travel cost under link failures are quantified in network-based accessibility measures [50] . Similarly, traffic demands and travel time are introduced to investigate the vulnerability of congested networks [51] and the vulnerability of road networks is analysed in terms of travel cost [52] . From a passenger perspective, the vulnerability of links in public transport networks is quantified and crowded links in the metro network are found to be vulnerable [4] .
Different studies have applied different attack scenarios to analyse network vulnerability. The most common attack scenarios are node attacks [53] and edge attacks [54] . Different empirical studies have been conducted under different network attacks. The Greater Philadelphia road network in the United States is used as a case study to investigate the vulnerability of road networks to disruptions by quantifying the connectivity [3] . Accessibility is introduced as an index to analyse the vulnerability of regional road networks under node attacks, taking a rural region in south east Australia as an example [53] . The Swedish road network is used as an empirical study to evaluate the vulnerability of road network under area-covering disruptions and single link failures are introduced as a comparison attack scenario with the area-covering disruptions [55] . Using the Shanghai metro network in 2015 as an example, the vulnerability and recovery rapidity are analysed and the results show that the network is robust under random disruptions but vulnerable under intentional disruptions [6] . The vulnerability of Shanghai metro network in 2013 is evaluated under line attack [56] . A topological vulnerability analysis is applied to investigate the Beijing metro network with respect to travel time and passenger flow and network efficiency is introduced to evaluate the vulnerability [57] .
Previous studies have presented a set of frameworks to support the sustainability analysis of public transport networks and different measurements have been presented to assess accessibility and safety. Vulnerability is used to evaluate the susceptibility to disruptions that can threaten the safety of public transport system. However, most of the recent studies have used a static method and few studies have dynamically analysed vulnerability. Furthermore, there are spatial differences in the vulnerability of a transport system; however, few studies have accounted for spatial differences.
Methodology

URT Network Topology
A URT system can be considered to be a complex network. A URT system can be represented in a straightforward way when the stations are represented by nodes and the edges correspond to the physical connections between stations. It is possible to construct different networks, such as L-space, B-space, P-space and C-space networks [58] ; however, L-space and P-space [59, 60] networks are more common for analysing transportation networks.
This study introduces a simple URT map with two lines (see Figure 1a) . Stations A-G are serviced by Line 1 (blue) and Line 2 (purple). Passengers can travel from Line 1 to Line 2 by station B or station C. Similarly, passengers in Line 2 can arrive at Line 1 by station F or station C. There is one station serving different lines in one transfer point in most of the URT systems in the world. For example, station C serves both Line 1 and Line 2 in one transfer point. However, in the Moscow metro system, there are two or more separated stations in one transfer point. There are pedestrian connections between these separated stations. As shown in Figure 1a , stations B and F are separated stations with pedestrian connections between platforms in one transfer point. Actually, stations B and F could be considered to be a single stop. Therefore, stations B and F are merged into one station (represented by station B) in this study. Figure 1b is structured using the L-space. The L-space network represents each stop by a node and a link connects the nodes if they are consecutive stations on a specific line. Figure 1c is structured using the P-space. In the P-space, nodes are connected only if they can be reached without a transfer. Figure 1 shows that the L-space network visually reflects the geographic structure, while the Pspace network focuses on transfer information. The L-space topology allows the study to focus on the physical tracks [61] and provides insights about the physical structure and vulnerability in the URT network [7] . Additionally, the L-space is an appropriate method for analysing the consequences of threats and disruptions in URT networks. Using the simple URT map in Figure 1 as an example, if station C is attacked, then node C is removed in the network and the link between node B and node D is broken. Consequently, there is no edge between node B and node D and it conforms to the Lspace network after the node attack. However, the edge between node B and node D remains in the P-space network if node C is removed. Therefore, this study applies the L-space as a way to construct networks.
This study does not consider the direction of URT networks. The URT system is converted into a weighted network ( , , ) G N E W with L-space, where N is the node set, E is the edge set and W represents the weight set. The network can be described as an adjacency matrix Figure 1 shows that the L-space network visually reflects the geographic structure, while the P-space network focuses on transfer information. The L-space topology allows the study to focus on the physical tracks [61] and provides insights about the physical structure and vulnerability in the URT network [7] . Additionally, the L-space is an appropriate method for analysing the consequences of threats and disruptions in URT networks. Using the simple URT map in Figure 1 as an example, if station C is attacked, then node C is removed in the network and the link between node B and node D is broken. Consequently, there is no edge between node B and node D and it conforms to the L-space network after the node attack. However, the edge between node B and node D remains in the P-space network if node C is removed. Therefore, this study applies the L-space as a way to construct networks.
This study does not consider the direction of URT networks. The URT system is converted into a weighted network G(N, E, W) with L-space, where N is the node set, E is the edge set and W represents the weight set. The network can be described as an adjacency matrix A = (a ij ) N×N , where a ij = 1 if there is an edge between node i and node j and a ij = 0 if there is no direct edge [62] . For example, the L-space network in Figure 1b 
Network Properties
Degree and Node Strength
Degree, denoted by k i , is the most fundamental character of a network. In an undirected and unweighted network, the degree of node i is defined as the number of edges connected to it. The variable k i could be described as:
In an undirected but weighted network, a weight is placed at a node, referred to as node strength [63] . The node strength considers the number of connections and the weights of the edges. Node strength is defined as follows:
If all w ij = 1, the network becomes an unweighted network and S i = k i . Using the L-space network in Figure 1b as an example,
Both the degree and the node strength reflect the node centrality or connectivity in URT networks. Generally, stations with greater k i and S i have more adjacent connections and hold more important positions in URT systems.
Centrality Measures
Typically, certain nodes play crucial roles in a network and these nodes are central within the network structure. Centrality is a fundamental concept of network topological properties and represents the significance of a node in a network. Betweenness centrality is a common indicator of concern in recent public transport system studies [64] .
Betweenness centrality, first defined by Freeman [65] , describes the correlation and interaction between nodes. Based on betweenness centrality, the importance of a node depends on whether it is on the shortest path between any two other nodes. In weighted networks, betweenness centrality is denoted as:
In this equation, nodes s and t represent any pairs of all nodes, except node i; n w st (i) is the number of weighted shortest paths between s and t travelling through i and n w st is the number of all weighted shortest paths between s and t [66] . The betweenness centrality of terminal vertexes is zero. In weighted URT networks, stations with higher BC i have more weighted shortest paths travelling through them and play more critical roles in URT systems.
Node centrality is quantified using different measures. Besides betweenness, the basic centrality measures contain degree centrality (DC), closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (EC) [67] . Different centrality measures have different focuses. For example, degree centrality counts direct connections; closeness centrality considers the distance from one node to the others; betweenness centrality considers the shortest paths; and eigenvector centrality counts important links [68] . Degree centrality is an immediate measure to centrality. It depends on the strength (S i ) and the largest possible degree (N − 1) of a node, which can be defined as the form:
Closeness centrality represents whether or not a node is close to all other nodes. This depends on the average of the weighted shortest path length between node i and all other nodes, which is described as:
In this equation, d ij is the weighted shortest path length between i and j.
Eigenvector centrality reflects that the importance of a node relies on both the degree and the importance of its neighbour node. It is calculated using an adjacency matrix, A, where A = (a ij ). If node i is linked to node j, then a ij = 1; otherwise, a ij = 0. The relative centrality score of node i can be defined as:
In this equation, λ is a constant. Different centrality measures quantify node centrality from different perspectives [68] . This makes it difficult to identify central nodes by only evaluating a single centrality measure. To evaluate the traffic hubs more comprehensively, this study introduces a new concept, called C_Hub, which applies a centrality perspective. C_Hub is described as:
In this equation, C_Hub i represents the C_Hub of node i. It is quantified using the sum of four centrality measures (betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, degree centrality and eigenvector centrality), multiplied by their weighting coefficients λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 and λ 4 . Entropy method is adopted to evaluate the weighting coefficients.
Vulnerability Model
Threats and Disruptions
Different threats and disruptions occur in URT systems. Based on different kinds of causes, this study classifies the common threats and disruptions into two categories: accidental failure and intentional interference (Table 1) . Accidental failures originate from accidents caused by technical failures or from human error. Technical failures are the most common threats to URT systems. For example, staff cannot close or open the door; the train breaks down; the signals are interrupted; or the power supply system fails. In addition, passenger mistakes can cause accidental failures, such as balloons or banners falling on the line. Natural disasters, including floods and earthquakes, can cause accidental failure as well. For example, several stations in the Guangzhou metro system were inundated by a flood on May 10, 2016 [69] .
Intentional interference, such as sabotage and terrorist attack, is a relatively rare kind of threats. However, they come with grave consequences and the time and place cannot be predicted. Unfortunately, URT systems have already been deliberately targeted, because society is dependent on URT systems.
Network Attack Strategies
Network events and attacks are simulated to analyse the vulnerability of URT networks. Different kinds of disruptions and threats show different characteristics and require different network attack patterns. This study applies two approaches to simulate URT network attacks ( Table 2 ). The first is random attack, corresponding to accidental failure. Accidental failures happen randomly, therefore, nodes will be randomly selected to simulate random attacks. In random attack pattern, multiple nodes will be randomly selected and removed one by one from URT networks. The second one is intentional attack, corresponding to intentional interference. Sabotage and terrorist actions are premeditated. Terrorists will select one or several stations before their acts. Generally, the selected stations are crucial in the URT systems, to create significant negative consequences. These stations may have higher betweenness centrality, degree, C_Hub or have greater passenger flow volumes. Therefore, key nodes are selected to simulate intentional attacks. Nodes are ranked based on betweenness centrality, degree and C_Hub and are removed one by one from URT networks at all stages until there are only isolated nodes or lines. Additionally, to analyse and project the sustainability of URT network in 2020, this study introduces a single node attack by random selection and based on C_Hub, passenger flow volume and transfer passenger flow volume. Meanwhile, each line is removed to analyse the vulnerability of URT network in 2020. 
Vulnerability measurement
After network attacks, some stations are out of operation and some links are break down in URT systems. Consequently, the efficiency and the topological structure of URT networks change. Network vulnerability is introduced to investigate these changes. This study evaluates the vulnerability of the URT network by quantifying the damages to network efficiency and structural integrity.
Network efficiency is defined by Latora and Marchiori (2001) [70] . It is expressed as:
In this expression, ij d is the weighted shortest path length between i and j , if i and j are
The size of the largest connected component is useful for quantifying changes in network topological structure [71] . The largest component size is introduced to quantify the network structural integrity. This study normalizes the largest component size as follows: 
Vulnerability Measurement
In this expression, d ij is the weighted shortest path length between i and j, if i and j are not connected, d ij = ∞ and 1/d ij = 0.
The size of the largest connected component is useful for quantifying changes in network topological structure [71] . The largest component size is introduced to quantify the network structural integrity. This study normalizes the largest component size as follows:
In this expression, N l is the largest component size and N is the size of the original network. In the weighted network, the weight value should be considered. Therefore, the normalized largest component strength in a weighted network is described as:
In this expression, S i is the strength of node i. Both LCN and LCS reflect the topological integrity of the network after attacks.
The Case Study Context
This study empirically estimates the sustainability of URT systems from a vulnerability perspective. Shanghai is used as a case study. Located in the west coast of the Pacific Ocean and the mouth area of the Yangtze River and the Huangpu River, Shanghai has the world's busiest container port based on container traffic. In other words, Shanghai has geographical conditions that are similar to other international metropolises. Meanwhile, with more than 24 million inhabitants and an area about 6340.5 square kilometres in 2017 [72] , Shanghai is the centre of international economy, finance, trade, shipping and technological innovation in China. These conditions make Shanghai a good case study, because of its geographical environment and historical development. This paper, therefore, provides a reference for the sustainable development of public transport networks in metropolises with a similar geographical environment as Shanghai.
Based on Shanghai urban master planning (2017-2035) [73] , three circles are drawn within the boundary of the main urban area (MUA). The first circle is the central activity zone ( Using Shanghai metro network maps at the end of each stage, this study constructs four weighted URT networks using the L_space. Positional information about the stations and lines is digitized in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment. Then, the Pajek program is used for the network analysis. The graphs are drawn in GIS and R. Using Shanghai metro network maps at the end of each stage, this study constructs four weighted URT networks using the L_space. Positional information about the stations and lines is digitized in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment. Then, the Pajek program is used for the network analysis. The graphs are drawn in GIS and R. Table 3 summarizes the network properties for the final years of each stage. The network properties include the population (Pop.), the number of nodes (N), edges (E) and lines (L), the average degree ( k ), average strength ( S ), average weighted shortest path length ( d ) and the diameter (D) (the maximum of the weighted shortest path length). Table 3 shows that the numbers of nodes (N), edges (E) and lines (L) increase from stage 1 (2005) to stage 4 (2020), along with the average degree ( k ) and the diameter (D). In particular, there is a rapid construction of new lines in stage 2 (2010). The 41st World Expo was held in Shanghai in 2010; as such, the government invested huge sums of resources to construct the public infrastructure in stage 2. As a result, the scale of the URT network extends rapidly from this period. By 2020, it is projected that there will be 409 stations and 20 lines in the Shanghai URT network.
Results
Four Periods in the Evolution of Shanghai URT Network
Evolution in Vulnerability
Dynamic vulnerability is measured using network efficiency (NE), the normalized largest component size (LCN) and the normalized largest component strength in a weighted network (LCS).
Damages to NE, LCS and LCN are evaluated under random attacks and intentional attacks over the four studied stages. Following the strategies of multiple nodes attacks, the original networks are attacked by removing nodes one by one continuously. In random attacks, the nodes are randomly selected and removed. However, in intentional attacks, nodes are ranked from largest to smallest, using different centrality measures in terms of betweenness centrality (BC), degree (D) and C_Hub. Then, multiple nodes are removed one by one continuously, until the original network is broken into small fragments, such as isolated nodes or lines without a transfer node.
Network Efficiency
This study compares the damages caused by different attack patterns horizontally and longitudinally. In the longitudinal analysis, Figure 4 shows the changes in the network efficiency under different attack patterns in the evolution of Shanghai URT network. It shows that the network efficiency decreases as more nodes are removed from the original network; the degree of the decrease is mitigated between stage 1 (2005) to stage 4 (2020). In other words, the network vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network is projected to decline as the network extends from stage 1 (2005) to stage 4 (2020). Meanwhile, the Shanghai URT network is projected to become increasingly robust as time passes. In other words, the damages of network efficiency experience a significant decline after multiple key nodes (especially nodes on top five percent) being removed from the original network. In the horizontal comparison, Figure 5 shows the damages of network efficiency under multiple nodes attacks according to different strategies of nodes selection. Compared with the results in the environment of random attacks, the network efficiency decreases faster under the intentional attack strategies. This indicates that the network is expected to become more vulnerable under intentional attacks in each stage. The shapes of the curves based on BC, D and C_Hub are similar, although the changes of network efficiency upon removal of nodes identified by D decrease faster than the other two. In particular, C_Hub appropriately represents node centrality in the simulation of intentional attacks. In the simulation of intentional attacks based on BC, D and C_Hub, the values of network efficiency drop to less than 50% of the original network with the top five percent of nodes removed. The network efficiency falls to even less than 25% of the original network in stage 2 (2010) under intentional attacks, when the top five percent of nodes are removed. In other words, the damages of network efficiency experience a significant decline after multiple key nodes (especially nodes on top five percent) being removed from the original network. however, the damages associated with LCN and LCS under intentional attacks following D rank decrease a little faster than the other two. In the simulation of intentional attacks based on BC , D and _ C Hub, both of the LCN and LCS drop to less than 50% from the original network, some even less than 25% with the top five percent of nodes removed. This means that the structural integrity of the Shanghai URT network will be heavily destroyed with the removal of multiple key However, the loss distributions of NE decrease a little faster than the damages of LCS and LCN. Figures 7 and 9 show that, compared with the changes under random attacks, both of the size and strength of the largest component decrease more quickly under intentional attacks based on BC, D and C_Hub. The curves based on BC, D and C_Hub have similar shapes; however, the damages associated with LCN and LCS under intentional attacks following D rank decrease a little faster than the other two. In the simulation of intentional attacks based on BC, D and C_Hub, both of the LCN and LCS drop to less than 50% from the original network, some even less than 25% with the top five percent of nodes removed. This means that the structural integrity of the Shanghai URT network will be heavily destroyed with the removal of multiple key nodes (especially nodes on top five percent) under intentional attacks. However, the degree of the damages is relatively slight under random attacks. 
Vulnerability of Shanghai URT network in 2020
To thoroughly evaluate the projected vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network in 2020 under intentional attack, this study analyses the simulations of a single node attack and a single line attack. Each node and each line in the Shanghai URT network in 2020 are assessed in separate attacks. The 
Vulnerability of Shanghai URT Network in 2020
To thoroughly evaluate the projected vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network in 2020 under intentional attack, this study analyses the simulations of a single node attack and a single line attack. Each node and each line in the Shanghai URT network in 2020 are assessed in separate attacks.
The decline in the rates of NE, LCS and LCN are quantified to evaluate the vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network in 2020. To enhance readability, NE , LCS and LCN are introduced to describe the declining rates of NE, LCS and LCN, where:
In these equations, G is the original network and G is the surviving network under an attack.
A Single Node
The simulated results under a single node attack of the Shanghai URT network in 2020 are demonstrated on the environment of Geographic Information System (GIS), which contains three circles within the boundary of the main urban area (MUA) in Shanghai. As demonstrated in Section 5.2, C_Hub represents node centrality in the simulation of intentional attacks appropriately. Therefore, Figure 10 compares the C_Hub of each node. Along with the C_Hub, the decline rates in terms of NE , LCS and LCN are also demonstrated in Figure 10 . The node size changes according to the value of each node. The larger the value is, the bigger the node is. Figure 10b , almost all the key nodes (identified by C_Hub) are distributed among CA, especially in CAZ. That is to say, network efficiency is in a small decline and the structural integrity of network is not easily damaged in CAZ. In other words, nodes in CAZ are less vulnerable than those in CAZ-CA and MUA, although nodes in CAZ have larger C_Hub values. As shown in Figure 10 , the distributions of NE , LCS and LCN are similar. Nodes with higher values of NE , LCS and LCN are located outside of the CAZ. However, the network efficiency decreases more significantly than the network structural integrity, because the maximum values of NE , LCS and LCN are 9.26, 7.23 and 8.31.Top 10 stations in terms of NE , LCS and LCN are provided in Table 4 . The node with the largest value of NE , LCS and LCN is Shanghai South Railway Station. It means that Shanghai South Railway Station is projected to be the most vulnerable in the Shanghai URT network in 2020. As shown in Table 4 , most of the top 10 NE stations are in CAZ-CA, except Shanghai Railway Station and Oriental Sports Centre. Meanwhile, all the top 10 stations in terms of LCS and LCN are in CAZ-CA and MUA. In other words, most of the top 10 stations in terms of NE , LCS and LCN are distributed outside the CAZ. The nodes in CAZ are more robust than those in CAZ-CA and MUA. In intentional attack, the targets are not only the central nodes but also the nodes with greater passenger flow volumes. Table 5 
A Single Line
It is projected that there will be 20 lines in the Shanghai URT network in 2020. Each line is simulated under a single line attack and the decline in the rates of NE, LCS and LCN are evaluated. Figure 11 shows the top five lines in terms of NE , LCS and LCN . Figure 11 shows that the declining rate of network efficiency is smaller than that of the size and strength of the largest component under a single line attack. In other words, the structural integrity of the network is destroyed more easily than the network efficiency under a single line attack. In particular, Line 1 (L1) has the largest values of NE , LCS and LCN . It means that if Line 1 is removed from the Shanghai URT network in 2020, the damages of the network efficiency and the structural integrity of the network will be the largest among all of the 20 lines. Therefore, Line 1 is projected to be the most vulnerable line in the Shanghai URT network in 2020.
component under a single line attack. In other words, the structural integrity of the network is destroyed more easily than the network efficiency under a single line attack. In particular, Line 1 (L1) has the largest values of NE′ , LCS ′ and LCN ′ . It means that if Line 1 is removed from the Shanghai URT network in 2020, the damages of the network efficiency and the structural integrity of the network will be the largest among all of the 20 lines. Therefore, Line 1 is projected to be the most vulnerable line in the Shanghai URT network in 2020. 
Discussion
Using complex network theory, weighted networks are constructed to analyse the sustainable development of URT networks from a vulnerability perspective dynamically. Vulnerability is evaluated based on the changes in network efficiency and structural integrity under different network attacks. From a longitudinal perspective, the Shanghai URT network is more and more faulttolerant and structurally robust to threats as the network extends from stage 1 (2005) to stage 4 (2020).
From a horizontal perspective, the Shanghai URT network is more vulnerable under intentional attacks in each stage, compared with random attacks. A similar result is found in other vulnerability analyses of URT systems [7, 74, 75] . Most of the URT networks constructed by L-space, have been found to be scale-free [45, 75] . Generally, a small number of nodes play a significant role in a scalefree network [46] . These vital nodes always have high degree ( D ) and could be potential targets of intentional attacks. This study indicates that damages to network efficiency and structural integrity significantly decline after removing multiple key nodes (especially nodes on top five percent) under intentional attack strategies, following the ranks by BC , D and _ C Hub .
In particular, this study proposes a new centrality measure, called _ C Hub . Because the four centrality measures have different focuses, _ C Hub is defined by a complex weighted sum of betweenness centrality ( BC ), degree centrality ( DC ), closeness centrality ( CC ) and eigenvector 
Using complex network theory, weighted networks are constructed to analyse the sustainable development of URT networks from a vulnerability perspective dynamically. Vulnerability is evaluated based on the changes in network efficiency and structural integrity under different network attacks. From a longitudinal perspective, the Shanghai URT network is more and more fault-tolerant and structurally robust to threats as the network extends from stage 1 (2005) to stage 4 (2020).
From a horizontal perspective, the Shanghai URT network is more vulnerable under intentional attacks in each stage, compared with random attacks. A similar result is found in other vulnerability analyses of URT systems [7, 74, 75] . Most of the URT networks constructed by L-space, have been found to be scale-free [45, 75] . Generally, a small number of nodes play a significant role in a scale-free network [46] . These vital nodes always have high degree (D) and could be potential targets of intentional attacks. This study indicates that damages to network efficiency and structural integrity significantly decline after removing multiple key nodes (especially nodes on top five percent) under intentional attack strategies, following the ranks by BC, D and C_Hub.
In particular, this study proposes a new centrality measure, called C_Hub. Because the four centrality measures have different focuses, C_Hub is defined by a complex weighted sum of betweenness centrality (BC), degree centrality (DC), closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (EC). It is verified that the shapes of the curves, demonstrating the damages of NE, LCS and LCN under intentional attack strategies, are similar. The C_Hub index can comprehensively and appropriately evaluate node centrality in the simulation of intentional attacks.
In addition, from a spatial perspective, stations in CAZ are more fault-tolerant and robust to disruptions than stations in CAZ-CA and MUA, although nodes in CAZ have larger C_Hub. This is because stations in CAZ have many alternatives, so if stations in CAZ are attacked, passengers can choose alternative routes to reach their destinations. However, some stations in CAZ-CA play significant roles in maintaining connectivity between stations in CAZ and MUA and stations at the periphery of the central areas. If these stations are attacked, there may not be alternative routes from stations in CAZ to stations at the periphery of the URT network. As discussed in Derrible and Kennedy (2010) [45] , the robustness of metro networks can be increased by creating additional transfers at the peripheries of central areas.
In addition to central nodes, the nodes with greater passenger flow volumes are consistent targets of intentional interference. In particular, Century Avenue and Longyang Road with large C_Hub and great volume of transfer passenger flow; Hongqiao Railway Station, Shanghai Railway Station and Shanghai South Railway Station with great volume of passenger flow; and the Oriental Sports Centre with great volume of transfer passenger flow are projected to be more vulnerable to disruptions in the Shanghai URT network in 2020. Moreover, Line 1 is projected to be the most vulnerable line to disruptions. This is because there are five stations in the top 10 stations in terms of NE , LCS and LCN in Line 1 and seven stations in the top 10 stations in terms of C_Hub, passenger flow and transfer passenger flow. It indicates that lines that have more key nodes and with greater volume of passenger flow are more vulnerable in URT networks.
Conclusions and Implications
Conclusions
This study investigates the sustainability of URT networks from a spatio-temporal point of view, using an empirical study of the Shanghai URT system from 1993 to 2020. Vulnerability is introduced to evaluate sustainability, which is quantified by the changes of network efficiency and structural integrity under different network attacks. Since the first line opened in 1993, the Shanghai URT network has been extended rapidly over the past decade. The URT system turns more and more robust and fault-tolerant to disruptions as time goes on. Compared with random attacks, URT networks are more vulnerable under intentional attacks. The intentional attacks are simulated based on both of the nodes with higher centrality and greater volume of passenger flow.
In particular, C_Hub is validated as an appropriate index to identify the central nodes in the simulation of intentional attacks. Additionally, there is projected to be spatial variance in the vulnerability of the Shanghai URT network in 2020. Stations in CAZ are projected to be less vulnerable than stations in CAZ-CA and MUA. Meanwhile, stations with large C_Hub values and great volume of passenger flow are vulnerable to disruptions and threats. These vulnerable stations include Century Avenue, Longyang Road, Oriental Sports Centre, Hongqiao Railway Station, Shanghai Railway Station and Shanghai South Railway Station. Moreover, Line 1 is projected to be the most vulnerable of the 20 lines of the Shanghai URT network in 2020. This is because many key nodes are located on Line 1 and it has greater volume of passenger flow.
Implications
This study contributes to the literature in several ways. On one hand, this study analyses the sustainability of URT networks from both longitudinal and spatial points of view. The evolution of the Shanghai URT network from 1993 to 2020 is used as a case study to investigate the sustainable development of URT networks dynamically. This approach fills a research gap, as few studies have assessed the vulnerability of URT networks using both of the longitudinal and spatial patterns. On the other hand, a complex centrality measure, called C_Hub, is proposed in this paper. This measure serves as a proper index to identify the central nodes of URT networks and the integrated centrality measure could appropriately evaluate node centrality in the simulation of intentional attacks.
Meanwhile, this paper has significant practical implications. Some recommendations are provided here. As demonstrated in this study, URT networks are more vulnerable to intentional interferences, compared to accidental failures. Nodes with high centrality and great volume of passenger flow are targets of intentional attacks. To enhance the robustness of URT networks in terms of topological structure, vulnerable stations should be identified from URT networks. In particular, stations with high centrality or great volume of passenger flow are the most insecure and vulnerable stations in URT networks. Alternative routes should be constructed for the most insecure stations, especially those connecting the city centre to the periphery of urban area, when proactively planning or improving URT systems. Moreover, operational management should be strengthened and emergency program should be made in the most insecure stations to avoid serious consequences.
Limitations and Future Work
The vulnerability analysis in this study considers the changes in network efficiency and structural integrity under network attacks; however, losses in passenger flow and travel time are not considered. Future research should dynamically evaluate the impacts of network attacks on passenger travel. Furthermore, URT and bus transport systems are interconnected and interdependent with each other. An integrated network, combining both the URT and bus transport networks, should be constructed to investigate the vulnerability of the public transport network.
